Under what conditions is activism successful?

Your chosen method to reach your intended audience to achieve your goal:

Your Intended Audience:

Your Supporting Goal:

Your Ultimate Goal:
Activism Planning Approval Sheet

Name(s): ____________________________________________________________

Goal:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Method(s) chosen to achieve goal: ________________________________

Plan of action:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Why did you choose this plan of action?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Approval from teacher to proceed (approval must be granted BEFORE starting your plan of action):

Signature ___________________________ Date: ____________

*Note: Approval does NOT mean that Mrs. Gray approves of the change you would like to see in the world, but that she believes your plan of action is solid and worth pursuing.
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